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August is here !!!!
10 QUILTING
TECHNIQUES EVERY
QUILTER SHOULD
MASTER
A MACHINE THAT GIVES
YOU MORE SPACE TO
CREATE THAN EVER
BEFORE

"Smell the sea
and feel the sky,
let your soul
and spirit fly"

SEWING CENTER OF WESLEY CHAPEL

Check out our

2019 CLASSES
AUGUST 2019
CLASSES AT A
GLANCE

Best classes
to learn and
improve your
sewing skills.

Go

2019 CLASSES
Keep on the look out for this
NEW year's class calendar.
We will have many more
classes, some a lot more
involved than you have been
used to. That will give you the
opportunity to explore,
understand and utilize all the
awesome features on your
machines!

Give us a thumb up on
Facebook

VISIT OUR WEBSITE

www.sewingcentertb.com/classes.htm
WWW.SEWINGCENTERTB.COM
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10 Quilting Techniques Every
Quilter Should Master

There are lots of quilting techniques that
every quilter should master. Ten of those
methods are on nearly every experienced
quilter's 'must know' list.
When you're just starting out it can be easy
to feel overwhelmed by the hundreds of
terms and techniques you'll encounter with
your first quilt. It's a confusion that can be
compounded by the many ways to
accomplish every quilt-making task. Be
confident that you'll discover which
quilting methods work best for you as you
become more experienced, but getting
comfortable with the must-know skills will
help you sew accurate quilts on your very
first try.

10 Quilting Techniques Every
Quilter Should Master

Become Familiar With Quilting Terminology
When learning how to make a quilt it's smart to
familiarize yourself with the skills you'll need and
common abbreviations used with patterns before
you start. For that reason, it can be helpful to keep
a basic quilting book at your fingertips when you're
making a quilt. Also, try reading quilting articles—
like this one—before you start. When you
encounter a term you don't understand, look it up.
It won't be long before you're familiar with all of
the terms you need to know in order to follow quiltmaking instructions.

Learn About the Qualities of Fabric
Fabrics are the backbone of our quilts, but you
might be surprised how many people begin to
assemble their first quilt without putting fabric
characteristics to work for them. It's much
easier to make a quilt once you understand how
to care for your fabrics and why quilting
patches are cut using specific guidelines.
You needn't buy the most expensive fabrics but
there's also no need to waste hours making a
quilt with thin fabric that won't hold up during
use and when it is washed.

Learn to Sew a Quarter Inch Seam Allowance
Beginning quilters, especially people who are
accustomed to sewing garments with 5/8" seam
allowances, sometimes have a hard time visualizing
and sewing the 1/4" seam allowance used to make
quilts. There are tricks to help you get the seam
just right, but do a few tests before you start
sewing patches for a quilt, just to be sure your
seams are accurate.

10 Quilting Techniques Every
Quilter Should Master

Develop Your Rotary Cutting Skills
Rotary cutting is a technique that every new
quilter should master because it allows us to
bypass the time-intense method of
constructing templates to mark and cut
individual pieces of fabric.
You'll love the freedom that rotary
tools provide, and speedy cutting is a fantastic
motivation for continued success.

Learn Quick Piecing Techniques.
Strip piecing and other quick piecing
techniques let you sew large chunks of fabric
together, then slice off sections to create presewn units. It is so easy! Learn the basics and
you'll be able to create an easy version of just
about any quilt block you see.

Get Pressing Basics Down Pat
Your piecing accuracy will improve immediately
when you take a bit of time to press your quilt
blocks as you make them. And setting seams
before pressing allowances to one side is an
excellent way to instantly improve your
patchwork.
You might think extra pressing will slow you
down, but you'll find that you actually save
time when properly pressed quilt blocks fit
together just like they should, without
grabbing the dreaded seam ripper.

Don't Pitch Those Problem Quilt Blocks Just Yet
We've all sewn quilt blocks that aren't quite
accurate. Most often, they're smaller than they
should be, perhaps because we've either sewn a
slightly large quarter inch seam allowance or
haven't pressed adequately. Don't feel discouraged
if that happens to you, because a high percentage
of 'off' quilt blocks can be rescued.

10 Quilting Techniques Every
Quilter Should Master

Measure and Sew Borders the Correct Way
Adding one or more borders to the edges of a
quilt does more than providing an attractive
frame for your work ... the process offers an
excellent opportunity to square up slightly
skewed edges.
It isn't unusual to see beginning quilters
determine border length by measuring along
the outside edges of a quilt. If the quilt is
skewed, that technique ensures it will remain
skewed. Learn how to measure and sew borders
that will improve the structure of a quilt.

Be Sure to Try Mitered Binding
Sewing mitered binding to the edges of a quilt
has developed a bit of a reputation of being
difficult, but is actually a very easy technique.
An important step is omitted from nearly all
mitered binding instructions, and it creates
problems for anyone who'd like to apply
binding that's wider or more narrow than 1/4".
My quilt binding instructions explain.

Don't Obsess Over Errors
Understanding color value is just as important
as understanding the color wheel, maybe even
more so, but it's essential to learn as much as
you can about each of those elements.
We all make errors, both technical and in our
choice of fabrics, but our boo-boos nearly
always lead to a better understanding of the
quilting process. 'Mistakes' are really just
learning experiences, so analyze them and tuck
that knowledge away for the next project. Your
skills will grow with every new quilt you sew.
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NEW!
BABY LOCK MACHINES

REGALIA
MORE SPACE TO CREATE THAN EVER BEFORE

LONGARM QUILTING MACHINE

REGALIA
Give your quilting projects the royal
treatment on the Regalia — Baby Lock’s
largest quilting machine yet!
With 20" of workspace and a lightningfast 2,500 stitches per minute, the
Regalia is ready to easily finish quilts
of any size. It features a built-in Stitch
Regulator and Precision Stitch mode
that ensure smooth, precise stitching
for a harmonious finish

ARE YOU READY TO KNOW ALL THE
FEATURES OF THIS BEAUTIFUL
MACHINE?

DOWNLOAD THE BROCHURE HERE:

SEWING CENTER OF WESLEY CHAPEL |

SASHIKO
STAR
TABLE
RUNNER

CLICK ON THE ICON
BELOW TO
DOWNLOAD YOUR
FREE PROJECT /

BABY LOCK /
Free Sewing Project

"August is like
the Sunday of
Summer"

SEWING CENTER OF WESLEY CHAPEL + LIVE, LAUGH, LOVE & SEW

NEXT EVENT!

QUILT
SELECT!
SAVE THE DATE
OCTOBER 11TH - 13TH
*****

DECO MAGIC

DECO MAGIC
Do you ever buy anything, tuck it away and then forget you have it? One such item that
resurfaced in my sewing environment lately is DECO MAGIC.

Man, I love this stuff! But I had made my initial projects and moved on to something
different. I apologize, Deco Magic, I will try not to forget about you again! This stuff is
amazing. It comes in two different weights: regular and lite, with the lite being half the
thickness and stiffness of the regular. It is fusible on one side so that it can be fused to
your choice fabric to use in your project. Of course, you can use it to create "no sew"
projects like banners, use it in hooped embroidery to make ornaments and tags, but my
favorite use is to create bags and organizers.

DECO MAGIC

I really enjoy creating organizing projects like wallets, checkbook covers, USB holders
and tote bags of all kinds with custom pockets. In the past, I have tried to use various
items to help make my project have more substance but with limited success. Take a
checkbook cover or wallet for example, when you purchase one in a store, there is an
inner layer that has a flexible firmness to help the item maintain its shape with use. This
is what Deco Magic provides. With Deco Magic the cover has a flexible firmness that
helps keep the inner pages and checks protected and has a far more professional finish.
Unlike using cotton batting which is soft and fluffy.
For tote bags, it is strong and resists tearing so it is fabulous for reinforcing the
organization of the inner pockets. If you use it in the sides of your bags, then your bag
won't droop just because you put your keys in the side pocket. It can even be thrown in
the washer.

Here are just a few fun uses for Deco Magic or Deco Magic Lite:
Washer/Dryer Safe
Use for crafting, quilting, scrap-booking, fashion accessories and home décor.
Sewing is optional – heat will seal the bond – even through laundering!
This flexible leather-like interlining gives firm shape to most fabrics!
Needle Friendly – stitch for hours with no gummy needles!
Create 3-dimensional appliqués to accessorize belts, hats, bags and purses.
Easy to shape and tear resistant for unique embellishments!
Use the regular weight version to create roll up game-boards for travel, paper dolls,
costume accessories and more for your little ones!
Placemats
Costume accessories
There are so many other possibilities and I am sure that yiu are already thinking of
things that I have not. Enjoy making your next project and achieving more professional
results by using the proper products for the job.
SOURCE: REVA FROM QUALITY SEWING AND VAC.

AVAILABLE HERE

EMBROIDERED
BELT

CLICK ON THE ICON
BELOW TO
DOWNLOAD YOUR
FREE PROJECT /

HUSQVARNA VIKING /
Free Sewing Project

We want to share with you some

big
news!
NOW we have KONA
COTTON fabric.
Come by the store to
check out all the
beautiful colors we
have.

2653 Bruce B. Downs Blvd.
Suite 119.
Wesley Chapel, FL. 33544
Phone: (+813) 591.1838 &
(+813) 792.1855
www.sewingcentertb.com

PRE-ORDER
YOURS NOW!

HUSQVARNA VIKING

DESIGNER
EPIC™ 2

We are proud to introduce to you
the DESIGNER EPIC™ 2 sewing and
embroidery machine.
Made for Sewers, by Sewers™, this
machine is made with you in mind,
packed with new innovations to
enhance your craft.

TAKE A LOOK!

FREE Gifts (valued at $1,800) Included *
When you PRE-ORDER today!!
Call us or come by the store for
more information!

Hello friends!!
Do you like our
Newsletter?
GIVE US A THUMBS UP!

in our Facebook
page

CLICK HERE!

think local
BUY LOCAL
BE LOCAL
PLEASE SHOW YOUR SUPPORT
LIKING US ON FB AND BBB.
YOUR SUPPORT REALLY
MATTERS.

SEWING CENTER OF WESLEY CHAPEL.

WWW.SEWINGCENTERTB.COM |

Visit us!

SEWING CENTER OF WESLEY CHAPEL
2653 Bruce B. Downs Blvd.
Suite 119.
Wesley Chapel, FL. 33544
Phone: (+813) 591.1838 & (+813) 792.1855
Email: info@sewingcentertb.com
Shop Hours:
Monday to Wednesday: 10:00am - 6:00pm
Thursday to Saturday: 10:00 am - 7:00 pm
Sunday: 11:00 am - 5:00 p

Visit our online store:
http://www.sewingcentertb.com/products.htm

